Format
Location # and name

12345
Linda Vista
PO Number

Supplier name

12549875

ABC Manufacturing

Order Type

DSD
Merchadising Divsion

TOOLS

Delivery Address

12018 Auburn Road, Suite 4,
El Portal Industrial Park,
Laredo, TX 78045

# Pallets

3 of

# of Boxes

5

20

Shipping Date

16-Sep-09

INSTRUCTIONS
Please complete this pallet label or placard and add it to each pallet you are shipping based
on the Purchase Order information and Order Type and Color confirmed by your Lowe’s
Mexico Vendor Supply Chain Analyst.
Location Number
This is the store or warehouse number stated on the Purchase Order. This field is to identify the final
destination of your shipment.
Store or Warehouse Name
This is the store or warehouse name stated on the Purchase Order.
Purchase Order #
This is the Lowe’s Mexico purchase order number stated on the Purchase Order.
Supplier Name
This is the business name or legal name of your company.
Order Type
Our Lowe’s Mexico Vendor Supply Chain Analyst will provide you this information as soon as
product Flow is defined, before you receive the purchase order.
Merchandising Division
This is the Lowe’s product division name for which the products belongs to, or if you are shipping
products for multiple departments, please put the word “MIX”.
Number of Pallets
Please state how many pallets you are shipping and more specifically number each pallet. So,
Lowe’s can keep track of every one and make sure your shipment is received complete.
Boxes
Please state how many cartons or boxes you are shipping in each pallet. It will help to make sure
your shipment was received complete, a more accurate audit and will facilitate the shipping process.
Delivery Address
This is the shipping location you are sending the product.
Shipping Date
This is the date that product leaves your facility. This will help to control Lowe’s inventory and
shipping methods, and keep track of the days that the product is taking to get to the stores.
COLOR
Based on the Order Type, vendor will prepare this label or placard with the appropriate color sheet.
Our Lowe’s Mexico Vendor Supply Chain Analyst will provide you this information as soon as
product Flow is defined, before you receive the purchase order.
If you have any comment or question, please contact your Lowe’s Mexico Vendor Supply Chain
analyst.

Example
Location # and name

12345
Linda Vista
PO Number

Supplier name

12549875

ABC Manufacturing

Order Type

DSD
Merchandising Division

TOOLS

Delivery Address

12018 Auburn Road, Suite 4,
El Portal Industrial Park,
Laredo, TX 78045

# Pallets

3 of

# of Boxes

5

20

Shipping Date

16-Sep-09

